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Building II  

“What happens to a dream deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin 
in the sun?”      

    (Langston Hughes)

 Whatever else happens, the deferred dream does not dry 
up, but becomes reality in Lorraine Hansberry’s stunningly evoca-
tive play, “A Raisin in the Sun.” 

 “Raisin” is about the five members of the Younger fam-
ily who live together in a small decrepit apartment supported by 
Walter Lee, who works as a chauffeur. They love each other 
deeply, but their wildly different personalities and interests result 
in frequent disagreements and conflicts.

 Walter Lee Younger (Leopold Lowe), Mama’s son, 
yearns to move beyond their impoverished existence and be-
come a man of substance—and has plans to make that happen. 
But his frustration often turns him into an overbearing loud-
mouth who drives the members of his family over the edge, es-
pecially his younger sister Beneatha who is fully capable of 
shouting back. And does.

 Lena Younger, or “Mama” (Carol Carter), the family 
matriarch, mother of Walter Lee and Beneatha, is a decent, 
tough, loving, and loyal woman who, though she sometimes 
wonders where her strong-willed and original-minded children 
came from, is determined to help them achieve their dreams, as 
long as those dreams are in sync her Christian faith.

 Ruth Younger (Tonya Edmonds), wife of Walter Lee, 
has just discovered that she is pregnant, and is deeply conflicted 
about how to proceed—should she give birth in their current 
impoverished situation with hardly the physical room for an-
other child, or should she abort? 

 Travis Younger (Brandon Khalil), Ruth and Walter 
Lee’s son, is still too young to be involved in these larger family 

concerns, though Mama takes pains to let him hear her debates 
with his father. 

Joseph Asagai (Mervyn Morris) and George Murchison 
(DeLance Minefee) are two very different suitors of Beneatha 
(the former a Nigerian intellectual, the latter a wealthy American 
black) who do much to expand her vision of the world, herself, 
and what she wants her role in that world to be. 

When the play opens, everyone is waiting for “The 
Check.” That is, an insurance check for $10,000  because of the 
recent death of Walter, Senior. Everyone realizes the money is 
Mama’s, but the conversation rages nonetheless. Walter Lee 
wants to buy a liquor store with two friends, Willy and Bobo. 
Mama, who wants to use a portion of it to pay for medical stud-
ies for Beneatha, is deeply opposed to Walter Lee’s plan because 
she believes it violates Christian principles. Without consulting 
anyone she makes a down-payment on a house for all of them, 
not realizing that the house is in an all-white neighborhood. Wal-
ter Lee, meanwhile, turns over the rest of the insurance money, 
which Mama has given him “as the man of the family,” to Willy 
(whom we never meet, but hear about through Bobo (Craig An-
thony Bannister). Bobo tells Walter Lee that Willy has taken the 
money and disappeared without a trace. The family loses eve-
rything—everything! What now?

 Walter Lee agrees to sell the house back at a substan-
tial profit to Karl Lindner, (Michael C.O’Day) representative of 
the all-white community that does not want a colored family. 
Then, after further thought, he has a major change of heart, tell-
ing Lindner that they will not accept the offer under any circum-
stances. Rather, they will move into the new house regardless of 
the community’s feelings—let them think what they will. In that 
moment, in a flash, Walter Lee becomes a Man in the eyes of his 
family. They cheer him on as they take the last things to the 
moving van, which is still waiting outside. And so the play ends. 
The dream deferred is about to become dynamic reality, and the 
Youngers enter into a new and totally unexpected phase of their 
lives - a future that they can only imagine.

The Morningside Players’ production featured an excel-
lent cast that brought the characters and the story to life in a 
vivid and deeply engaging way. Our thanks to them. Thanks, 
also, to Director Arthur French and the following: Lighting and 
tech direction--Patrick Mahaney; Set design--Michael Mahaney; 
Sound design--Michael C.O’Day; Costumes--Katherine Rober-
son; Stage manager (and moving man)--Sirlouis Jones; Tech 
crew--Paul Lowry; Producing team--Susanna Frazer, Cecelia 
Riddett; Bridget Leicester. And, finally, huge recognition of the 
amazingly talented writer Lorraine Hansberry, who turned a 
supremely difficult housing situation in her own family into this 
remarkable play.                                                                                             

Again, thanks to everyone! It was a truly unfor-
gettable event.

Review of ‘Raisin in the Sun’ the Morningside
 Players lastest play.

The full cast - Front row seated, l. to r.: Carol Carter, Georgia Southern, 
Tonya Edmonds, Brandon Khalil, Leopold Lowe, Cecelia Riddett  
Standing, l. to r.: Susanna Frazer, Sirlouis Jones, Arthur French, Craig 
Anthony Bannister, Mervyn Morris, DeLance Minefee, Michael C. O'Day
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––Anne Leo Ellis


